
CLOSE TO THE ‘LAKE OF GREAT SPLENDOUR’ IN 
JINAN

WHERE:  Jinan, the capital of Shandong Province, is 
the second largest city in the province. It is known as the 
’City of Springs’, and water is all around: it runs through 
the channels of the city historic alleys and its modern 
buildings, and it springs in more than 700 wells and 
water springs. Here, close to the Five Dragon Pool, one 
of the earliest pools in the city, and to the Daming Lake, 
‘Lake of Great Splendour’, memory of the ancient past of 
this place, rises the Jinan China Railway Yidu Internation-
al Apartment. 

WHEN: September 2018  

CONTRACTOR: Nanjing Shihao Mechanical and 
Electrical Technology Co., Ltd.

SALES AGENT: Jinan Jinchun Information Technology 
Co., Ltd. 



Jinan China Railway Yidu International Apartment is one of the new modern buildings that, in 
Jinan, coexist with the historic ones: it has collaborated with an important Chinese enterprise 
to provide the different apartments with an innovative, and simple at the same time, sewage 
system solution. The Nanjing Yaosheng Mechanical and Electrical Equipment company, with 
its more than ten years’ experience, is involved in the distribution of imported water pumps, 
with its excellent sales and after-sales services and its innovation-driven perspective.

The project involved all the 100 apartments in the building: they all refer to the same-floor 
drainage system, but each bathroom has its own sewage pipeline, and there was the necessity 
to discharge into the main pipeline. To this scope, 100 units of GENIX 130 have been provided, 
one for each apartment. These automatic lifting stations, with their working point at flow = 
2,5 m3/h and head = 6 m, their strong grinder and their almost completely silent working 
operation, were the final choice. This product also allows a very quick installation and very 
easy maintenance in white gloves. What better solution for these modern building apartments?
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100 x GENIX 150


